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Communicative

Language Testing
Peter Skehan

tft esting is one of the strangest areas of language teaching. It is ûrc focus for an

I' enormous amount of energy and activity. It is a¡ activity which is likely to

engage almost all teachors at one stage or another. Yet it is the area of language

teaching which has lagged behind other areas in applied linguistics and communi

cative language teaching, ofren exerting a conservative, braking effect. It is the

focus for resentment by mâny, with its imPlications of labelling and classifying.

And it is often seen as the restricted domain of tech¡ticians with obsessions for

a¡cane mathematics. Above all, it does not givo much impression of real Progless

having been made over the last twenty-five years, with a gulf existing between the

testing specialists, on the one hand, often preoccupied with inteÍial, excessiYely

narrow disputes, and classroom teacheß, on the other, frequently having to write

and administer tests, perhaps because of organisational Pressures, and i¡ritated

because there is not much guidance around. It is the purpose of this article to try and

review some of the real progress that was made in language testing during the

1980s, focussing pincipally on major theoretical developments, and then tech-

niques in comrnunicative testing. It wiu try to bring out how some of these

developments are ofrelevance to the practising teacher, and notjust more examples

of change simply for its own sake.

The major theo¡etical development that has taken Place is that models of
language proficiency during the 1980s have vasdy improved, both in scale and

sophistication. The decade sta¡ted with the pre-eminence of the Oller Unitary

Competence Hypothesis (UCH). OUer (1979) argued that øll language perfor-

mance, i.e. productive and receptive, ¡s dependent on a pragmaúc expectancy

grammar. Oller claimed that listening and reading are accomplished through

prediction based on our knowledge of language and our knowledge of the world.

In this way receptive skills are to a large extent a ft¡nction of what we, as listene$

or readers, bring to the lask of handling receptive language ând predicting what we

will hear or read. Oller went on to suggest that there is only one underlying language

ability, and that it is mistaken to think that one can successfirlly devise seParate tests
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of speaking, listening, reading, and writing. One might devise tests of these

formats, but all that each of them would do is provide a separâte route to the same

final place: the measùrement of the underlying language ability and pragmatic
expectâncy gfammar use.

The UCH approach, and the associated integ¡ative test formats of cloze,

dictation, etc, flourished despite its lack ofintuitive appeal to teachers, whose ñrnd

of experience suggested that (a) some leamers have natural predispositions to be

better at some lânguage skills than others, and (b) that teaching, even with "evenly-

skilled" leamers, might give more attention to, for exanple, listening than writing.
As a result, it was with some relief that, during the 1980s, various attempts were

made to describe more differentiated models of language proficiency than that
proposed by Oller. These models did not make prominent a skill separation (as used

to be the case) but instead drew upon developments in linguistics more generally

for the components they emphasised. Carale and Swain ( 1 980) suggested that tbrce

components are of fundâmental importance in any assessment of communicative
competence. These a¡e linguistic competence, sociolinguistic competence, and

sfategic competence. The model implies that previous approaches to characterising

language proñciency had focussed on li¿gørrtic competence. Canale and Swain, on
the other hand, accept, following the sociolinguist Dell Hl,rnes, tìat being commu-
nicatively competent in a language involves more than simply being able to
construct and decode grammatical sentences. It also includes being able to use

language appropriat¿ly in conversations which take account of "who is saying

what to whom".
Further, the Canale and Swain approach highlights the language user's skill in

solving problems \ hen other linguistic and sociolinguistic resources are lacking,
e.g. when words are lacking or when communicative breakdown and misunder-

standing occurs, In such cases speakers draw upon strategic competence as a source

of linguistic resourcefulness and problem solving ability. The Canale and Swain

model was slightly amended by Canale in 1983 to contâin four components.

Sociolinguistic competence was divided into two, a sociolinguistic competence

plus a discouße competence. The first of these is concerned with such things as the

ability to use language appropriately and to take account of one's interlocutor by

varying the type of speech used. It is also concemed with the way we infer
meanings, as in cases of sarcasm and irony, or more often, when we haye to work
out the coDnection between two utterances. Discourse competence is concemed

with one's ability to handle language in extended chunks, e.g. in monologuos or
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lectures, or to participate in conversations, either with long extended contributions,

o¡ with a tum-and-tum-about style.

The Canale a¡d Swain framework for communicative comPetence has exerted

an enormous influence on language testers. It is consistent with many ofthe recent

developments in linguistics, sociolinguistics, and even second language acquisi-

tion, in that it attempts to capture the social complexity of lânguage use. In this it
contrasts with the rather cerebral a¡d tansactional view of language implied by

more sÍuctural approaches which only look at the language code, a¡ld emphasise

lexis, grammar, and phonology. The Canale a¡d Swain frarnework also implies that

competence may be unevenly distributed across the four areas for a Paficular
individual, i.e .that leamer X may have high linguistic comPetence (i.e. good

grammar,lexis etc.) butbe poor sociolinguistically, discoursally, and stategically.

Conversely, leamer Y may be not impressive in te¡ms of linguistic competence, but

mùch better in terms of discourse and strategic comPetences, and so may be able

to participate in conversations quite effectively despite ftactured grammar. It is not

diffrcult to câll to mind leamers of this type!

The Canale and Swain ffamework is however now being superseded by the

Bachma¡ model of commùnicative competence a¡d Performance. The Bachman

model (Bachman, in press) has the following structure:

T rait F ac tors : C omp etence s

Langaøge Competgnce
. OrgaûisationalCompetence

Grammatical (Lexis, Morphology, Syntax)

Textual (Written and oral cohesion; Rhetodcal Organisation)

. P¡agmatic Competence

Illocutionary (Language functions)

Sociolinguistic (Approp atcness of language use)

Strategic Competence
. Assessm€nt
. Plaûning
. Execution
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Skill Føcton
. PsychophysiologicalMechanisms
. Mode(Receptive/?roductive)
. Channel (Oral/Aural; Visual)

Method Føctors
. Amou[t of context
. Type of infomation
. Artificialrestriction

The Bachman model of communicative performance is a major development over
the Canale and Swain framework in several different respects. First of all, it has

evolved pa¡tly based on theory, but pafly based on empirical work. That is why,
under language competence, a different intemal structure is involved. Discourse
competence is renamed textual competence, and located closer to grammatical
competence, and under the more genetal heading of Organisational Competence.
This move was provoked by empirical work which suggested a greater closeness

between discourse and grammar than between either of these and what Bachman
calls pragmatic competenca (Canale and Swain's sociolinguistic competence).
Second, Bachman attempts to provide a basis in SLA theorising for stategic
competence, relating it to European work by Faerch and Kasper (1983). Third, a

role is built in to the model fo¡ skill factors in performance, again on the basis of
empirical evidence which suggests that skills, to the surprise ofno teachers, can be

sepa¡ated fiom one another, particularly at lower levels of proficiency.
Fourthly, Bachman incorporates Method factors into his model. This is a major

development beyond the Canale and Swain framewo¡k in a nurnber of ways.
Basically, it recognises that the ma¡ner of obtaining test-based measures may
introduce bias and distofion such that tests may principally measure what tests

measvre, but not necessarilJ things connected with the real-word. Art obvions
example here would be the influence ofresponse formât, such as multiple-choice
or cloze, which might make more of an impact on a test score thari the underlying
trait \ryhich the test-writer would actually like to be measuring. Research has shown

that self-assessment procedures, unless very carefully constructed, are also very
susceptible to a format effect of this sof.

But an even more important aspect of the incorporation of method effects in a
testing model is that it enables us to face up to the issue of the distinction between
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communicative competence and communicative performarìce. The Canale and

Swain fiamework was concemed only with an underlying competence, which

presumably woìrld be drâwn on in different situations as the need arose, But the

ÍÌamework did not allow any means of assessing what diffrculties the move into
performaace causes. After all, we test by obtaining information in such a way that

we maximise our capacity to generalise about candidate's performance. Foc ussing

on competence seems the best way of achieving generality because we are working

at an underlying level. But since performarce inûoduces reâl situations and the

need to generalise to actual language use, it is difficult to make the leap ftom the

underlying arìd general to actual specific performance. By its inclusion of method

factors the Bachma¡ model at least allows us to staf on identifying the factoN

which most often cloud competence-performalce relationships.

The major value of the Bachman model is that it provides an organising

framework which is consistent with previous research, (e.g. the nature of
organisational competence; the separation of skill factors), and within which future

research cari be located. In other words, not only is it useful in itself, but it also will
provide guidance for the future so that effort is not wasted so much on idiosyncratic

approaches, and the prospect of cumulative progress is maximised. Already some

of the problem areas in identifying components of language proficiency are

becoming more clearly defined. For exarnple, the area of sociolinguistic or

pragmatic competence seems to be resistant to easy measurement. Studies which

have been conducted suggest that this area does not have any obvious focus, with
test "items" aimed at aspects of sociolinguistic competonce relating more to
grammax or to ìvriting skills than they do to one anothe¡. This is obviously an area

that is wide open for research. Similarly, the area of strategic competence is

currently litde more than a programmatic statement. The importance of the area rs

recognised, but there are few indications of the dimensions and functioning of the

area in such ways that allow such a competence to be tested. Finally, although there

has been progress in identifing some influences from method factols, e.g. of the

importance of the variability of language use as a function of contex! of the role

of test formats. A great deal more needs to be done if we are to prodüce method-

free testing prccedures.

The B achman model, then, represents the current state oftheorising in lalguage

testing, and will be exfiemely influential in the 1990s. However, although it
attempts to encompass performance as well as competence issues, it emphasises the

second of these rather than the former. no doubt as a rcsult of its theoretical
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orientation. But there have been developments in the assessment of performance

that a¡e of a more direct nature. A major figure here is Keith Morlow, who has put
forward seve¡al conditions which must be operative for test formats to be consid-
ered communicative. These are (Morrow 1979) that performance is:

. unpredictable

. subject to time pressure

. interaction based

. has a linguistic and sociocr¡ltural co[text

. purposeful

. uses authenlic mate¡ials

. outcome evaluated

The argument is that ùnless these conditions are met performânce cannot be

straightforwardly generalised to allow predictions to be made as to how someone

will perform in an actual commünicative situation. Everyone has always been

aware that performance on a paper-and-pencil multiple-choice grammar test only
genefalised hazardously to performance in real-life situations. What Morrow has

done is systematise the performance conditions and also make them fairly stringent.

This can be seen quite clear¡y if one considers how well t)?ical communicative

classroom activities fare when judged by Morrow's performance conditions. A¡
information gap task (say aranging a picture strip sequence into the right order,

with each of six students not allowed to disclose but having to describe his/her
picture) might seem to involve communicative performance. It certåinly contains

unpredictability, may be subject to time pressure, is intemction based, is oùtcome

evaluated, and is purposeful. But one can question whether the materials and task

are authentic. One ca¡ also question how unpredictable the activþ is. Most
seriously, though, there are issues ofthe relationship between the tâsk and the actual

lives of the participants. A purpose is involved but the purpose is not that of the

actual student so much as a purpose-of-convenience a¡tificially imposed by the

language teacher. Similarly, there is a sort of linguistic and sociocultural context,

but it is not integrally related to the student. His or her background and pattem of
interests, as $,ell as knowledge of the other people in the teaching group and of what

s/he thinks/knows they know (all of which are fundamental to the real lives we live)
âre ignored. As a result, it is clear that genuinely communicative performance is

hard to come by. We contrive as much as rrye can to minimise the gap between
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classroom or test and actual language use, but the gap is always there.

Despite these limitations, there have been major developments in actually
assessing communicative performa¡ce, a¡d while they may never completely
overcome the limitations j ust mentioned, they do represent a greater approximation
to communication than was typical in the past. Three examples are worth describ-

ing here, not necessarily because they are the best practice available, but because

they are rcpresentative of different approaches. They are the FSI-ILR interview
format, the approach to indirect communicative testing used by Milanovic, and the

attempt to develop coursebook-linked communicative achievement tests.

The FSI-ILR intewiew procedure was developed by govemment agencies in
the United Staúes.(Lowe 1985). It attempts to assess the functional profrciency of
employees who need to use a foreign language as paft of their job. The intewiew
technique consists of four phases: a warm-up period is followed by a level check

which in tum may be followed by a probe for a different level, with the interview
being closed by the wind-down phase.

Clearly the first and last phases are designed to relax the candidate before the

interview proper starts, and finally send the candidate away with a positive self-

image, and without the impression ofhaving been humiliated because oflinguistic
inadequacy ! The main part ofthe interview tates place dìrring phases two and three,

the level check and the level probe, and these phases, in contrast to the potentially

very brief opening and closing phases, may last twenty to thirty minutes in all. The

FSI-ILR procedure is organised around a system of five levels, and these levels

determine how the interview proceeds, arid how the candidate's performance is

rated. The levels range ftom I to 5, with the extremes being labelled at no

knowledge (and actually given a zero rating), and educated native speaker level,

respectively. In this way there is a reciprocal rolationship between the conduct of
the interview and the rating that it will generate - the interview is adapted to yield
data which is releva¡t to the decisions which need to be made about the appropúate

level for each particular candidate.

Such a procedure carl therefore be usefi.¡l for communicative teste$ elsewhere

both by providing a sampling base for the actual conduct of interviews as well as

a systematic method for making level decisions. It requires time, since the interview
is conducted wilh each individual candidate by two interviewers, but then one has

to accept that for an assessment procedure to give worthwhile information about

communicative performance time may be essential. The procedure aÌ so attempts to
present criterion referenced ínformntion, giving an assessment of perfolmance in
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terms of real world competence, not relativistic judgements.

Some information may be useftrl now on the actual content of the FSIILR
procedure. and what the interviewers look for during the interview to enable them

to make decisions. The major sarnpling frame used is kno\rn as the Oral ProÍi-
ciency Trisectíon. Following this framework, intervieweß use as their guiding
matrix the performance of the candidate in relation to

. functional language üso

. content areas handled

. accuracy.

In other words, the intervie'¡r'ers have in mind differcnt levels of performance in
each of these areas. The functional language use area can be used to exemplify this.
Here the sofs of thines that would be associated with each level are:

Can create with the lârgùage

Ask and answer simple questions

Participate in $hort coriversations

Able to participate in casual conversations

Express facts

Give insFuctions

Desc¡ibe, ¡eport on, p¡ovide na¡Iatio¡ about cu¡¡ent, past,

and future activities

Converse in formal and informal situations

Resolve p¡oblem situations

Deal with ùnfamilia¡ topics

Provide explanations

Describe in detail

Offer suppofed opinions

Hypothesise
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The advantage of a scheme such as this is that it enables interviewers to focus on

language which they associate with different levels of performarce, arld indeed,

find such language before they are willing to accept that a level has been achieved.

As a result, the interview is less likely to be a¡ open trawl for any sort of language

the candidate might choose to put forward, a¡d more likely to be what the interview

plan was meant to bring about. The language generated nill then be more easily

relatable to the steps in the rating scale. There is not enough space here to cover the

rating scales in detail . They are similar in general approach to those developed in
some commercial organisations, e.g. IBM Paris, and in the current ESU Frarnework

project (CaÍoll and'West 1989). Perhaps it is worth saying though that the

restriction to f,rve levels of performance is clearly meant to allow more reliable

criterion refercnced judgements. Although one might have more than five levels

(the ESU Framework, for example, has nine), the restriction to five is intended to

make the system more workable. It is, however, supplemented by the capacity to
give "plus" scores to performances at each level which are outstanding, but do not
make it into the next category. Thus someone who can hypothesise impressively,

who can handle the fo¡maVinformal shift competendy, who can deal with a wide

range of unfamiliar topics but who cannot make the jump to negotiation, tailoring
languâge to fit audience etc. would be categorised at "3+" rather thaa simply "3"
but would not be thought to be good enough for a '4'.

The FSIILR procedure is impressive, but demanding, both of time and

resources, on the one ha¡d, and on interviewer training, on the other. It is, quite

clearly, a direct test of oral language performance, in that it attempts to capture

featwes of genuine oral interaction (although the discussion earlier of the limita-
tions of truly achieving success with Morrow's performance conditions are

relevant here). However, in maly situations it is not possible to devote such

resources to festing, and altemative ind¡rect follx.afs have been explored as an

Tailo¡ language to fit audience

Counsel, persuade, negotiate

Represent a point of view

Function in a manner equivalent úo Educated Native
Speake¡
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aìtemative. Such fomals will cleaxly be less successful than the oral interview in
meeting performance conditions. They wilt though score heavily in tems of
efficiency of administration, scoring, and group based testing, The one example
that will be covered here is ftom work done by Milanovic (1988) in attempting to
develop a communicatively oriented but large scale test baftery, loosely based on
the Canale and Swain framework of language proficiency.

Milanovic decided to include tests in four areas in his battery. These were
listening; grammax; appropriacy; and reading and writing. The grammar test
consisted of a modified cloze. A passage was deleted, on a rational basis, and
cardidates had to restore t¡e words that they thought completed the blanks. At
lower levels the words that frgured in the completions were supplied in a block at
the bottom or side of the page, ald so the candidate was not tesponding in "open"
mode but instead there was a multiple-choice flavour to the answer. The appropriacy
test consisted of dialogue completion or multiple-choice items. In each case marks
were given for releyance of answe¡ rather than grammatical coÍectness. Both
grâmmar and appropriacy tests r¡r/ere rather taditional in format. More releyant,
perhaps, are the skills-based tests, of listening, and reading and writing. These were
all task-based, and were sco¡ed for mea¡ing elements supplied. The listening tests

consisted of answering the telephone and taking down messages (with defined
information units), or completing grids and matrices, e.g. of weather forecasts, or
someone's travel plans. The reading and writing tests contained lasks like the
completion of a visa application form on the basis of a letter and photocopied pages

fiom a passpof; or answering information questions on the basis of extmcts from
dictionaries or telephone directories; or writing down the instructions for making
a telephone call, (with these written instructions intended to accompany a series of
visual instructions); or writing apostcard to inform someoneofone's arrrival time
and length of stay as part of a work-related trip.

So far these tests may seem to add little to common plactice in communicative
langìrage teaching, and in many ways they do not. What are different, fitndamen-
talty, are three things. First, Milanovic was able to devise tes, formats which were
practically usable on a group basis . As a result they go some way to providing an

indirect measure ofcommunicative competence and one which would, at the least,

be congruent with communicative teaching. They could also be used to cause

teaching to change towards a more communicative orientation if teachers were
preparing for the test. Second, Mila¡ovic used a f¡amework, that of Canale and
Swain, for the test battery concemed. In this way he could claim to have sampled,
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on a principled basis, a wide cross-section of communicative competence.

Third, and most important, Milanoyic subjected his tests to traditional item
analysis procedures. He investigated, that is, whether the items in each test related

statistically to the other items, whether the tests were reliable (and would give the
same answer if used again), and whether the items in each sub-section of the battery
were distinct f¡om one another. Very importantly, Milanoyic was able to show that
these sub-tests, generated as they were from a communicative test perspective,

were satisfactory from a taditional statistical point of vievr'. The different sub-tests

were indeed reliable, a¡d the test formats he used produced items with strong

relationships with one another within each section. In other words, these less

commonly used formats were judged satisfactory when evaluated by traditional
testing criteria. Equally interestingly, he was ablc to demonshate separation

between listening, glammar, and reading and writing subtests. Each ofthese could
be measured separately, that is, a¡d was worth measuring separately.

There were, though, less straightforward aspects to the results. The test of
appropriacy, which was taxgeted on Ca¡ale and Swain's "sociolinguistic compe-

tence" did not emerge as a well-defined distinct area - it seemed to gravitate pardy
towards grammar a¡d pardy towards reading and writing. This suggests that either
this paficulâr area does not exist very clearly empirically (even though it is of
theoretical interest) or t¡at we haye yet to devise effective ways of measuring

sociolinguistic competence. The other more complex aspect of Milanovic's find-
ings was that the clear separation of the different component sub-tests was much
more evident at lower levels of proficiency than at higher. It may be that
compensation between skill or competence areas at higher levels masks the

separation of skills. It may altematively be that skills or competences trarìsfer more
easily.

The third example ofinteresting communicative testing ftom rccent years is that
of achievement testing linked to a cousebook, in paficular the tests which
accompany the COBUILD English coune (Fried-Booth 1989). The COBUILD
course is organised partly as a lexical syllabus, and also as a task-based syllabus.

There are also components focussing on grammar study and skill development. The
set of achievement tests \ hich accompany the tfuee coursebooks a¡e themselves

consonant with this general approach to syllabus construction and classroom

methodology. They mostly consistoffive sections:vocabulary, gfammar, reading,

writing, and listening. These are meant to be used by the class teacher as measures

of achievement and diagnosis. There are, perhaps, limits to what one can do with
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grammar and vocabulary testing. The skill assessment, however, is much more

tâsk-based. The lower level tests often try to use a task-based format. Reading is

assessed by items such as answering questions about shopping based on a series of
realistic advertisements. Similarly examples of elementary writing assessment

include letters responding to brochure information. Listening tests include items on
taking dovvn telephone messages, map completion, and matrix completion based

on holiday plans.
'\ryhen 

we reach the intermediate level tests, tasks increase in complexity. For
reading, one again gets question answering on the basis of genuine-looking
advefisements, and fi¡rther authentc-looking texts on which questions are based.

Writing is assessed by shoÍ tasks which are based on realistic prompts, e.g. a

pictu¡e of a traffic accident and the task of writing to an insùrance company to
explain what happened. Listening is assessed by matrix completion based on a
conversation between two participants about holiday plans, and by a task requ iring
the correct map to be chosen on the basis of a phone conversation. At the advanced

level fo¡ the course reading is more likely to be assessed by tasks like matching
headlines with accompalying texts, and also tasks integraling visual and text
information. Text rearrangement may also figure. More advanced writing, too, may

involve non-textual information as palt of the prompt. Interestingly, though, thele

is a slight trend towards more taditional testing formats at advanced levels. (This

perhaps links with the lack of clear skill separation that Milanovic found ât higher
levels., and may bejustifiable if test format effects exert less of an influence at such
proficiency levels.)

The enormous value of tests such as t¡ose which accompany the COBUILD
course are that they are congruent with the course aims. To do the tests requires the

same skills as to do the course, and, more irnporta¡t, skills which are pretty close

to those used in actual communication. As a result, the testing and assessment

which is done is not undermining the teaching but actually enhancing it.
The intention of this article is to be optimistic. Testing has not made much

progress in tlrc era of communicative language teaching, but there are now reasons

for optimism. Theoretically, the development of the Bachman model should have

the enormous joint advantages of publicising and organising where rve are at in
tems of applied linguistic theory, and providing a fmmework within which
research cân be conducted and cumulative progress made. Practicâlly, work sùch

as that sampled here promises well for the future in a number of areas. The FSI¡LR
technique has promise in relation to the conduct and assessement of interviews and
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the way they might be used to assess communicative performance. Work such as

that of Milanovic shows how indirect communicative testing may be possible arld

desirable in ci¡cumstances when morc time and resources are not available. And the

COBUILD course tests show how one can produce tests which are consistent with

teaching aims in contemporary language teaching. These exarnples ofgood theory

and good practice promise well for the 1990s. Most ofall, though, one hopes that

the indirect techniques used by Milanovic and the Cobuild tests do enable one to

generalise to ach¡al communicative performance. It is on this issue that much of
communicative language testing will be judged, since time and resources do not

often permit the two-to-one luxury that the ILR procedure requires.
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